plan of wishes
checklist

You can make a Plan of Wishes with us at any time and at no cost.
Use this checklist of the main considerations to have a chat with your loved ones and jot down your preferences. Then give us a call.
We’ll take your notes and prepare a formal Plan of Wishes for you to keep with your important papers. We keep a copy too and you can
update it as many times as you like.

1.

Would you like to be buried or cremated?

2.

Do you have a preference for the type of coffin or casket you’d like such
as: willow, wicker, wood, cardboard, or a coffin personalised with family
photographs, team colours or a favourite design?

3.

If you are opting for burial, are you using an existing family plot, privately
owned cemetery or purchased ground?

4.

If not a cemetery, would you prefer a woodland burial site or something
altogether different?

5.

If you chose cremation where would you like to be cremated?

6.

Would you like your ashes to be retained? If they to be stored, you may
choose an urn or casket. If scattering the ashes is preferred, you will need
to consider a tube or something similar.

7.

What sort of funeral service would you like? Traditional or contemporary?
Religious or non-religious? Formal or informal? Or something entirely
different that reflects your personality?

8.

What sort of transport would you like? A hearse, or horse and plume
carriage? Motorbike cavalcade? Will limousines be needed to transport
family and friends to and from venues?

9.

Do you have someone in mind to take the service?

10.

Would you like any specific readings?

11.

Who would you like to participate in the service to provide a eulogy or
poems or songs?

12.

Would you like any specific hymns or music to be played?

13.

Do you have any instructions for an Order of Service including preferred
photographs?

14.

Would you like flowers and if so, what type of colour?

15.

Are you planning a newspaper notice and if so, where should it appear
and what information is required?

16.

Do you have instructions for afterwards: catering and a preferred venue?

17.

Would you like there to be a collection for a specific charity?

18.

Is there funding set aside for the funeral?

19.

Will you want a new memorial or is there a family stone where a new
inscription is required?

20.

Are there any other special wishes you’d like your family and friends to be
aware of?
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Please send us your notes or call to make an appointment and we will create your free Plan of Wishes with extra copies if required.
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